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1. Introduction

During operation and maintenance (O&M)
of photovoltaic (PV) power plants, one
important task is inspection of PV modules
to detect a variety of issues that can affect
their power production or safety. The most
commonly used ones to inspect PV mod-
ules are visual and infrared (IR) inspection.
These methods are quick and cheap to
apply, but do allow only for a limited
insight into possible issues and defects.
For instance, IR is used to detect hot spots
which can evolve due to a variety of
defects. Often, the root cause of hot spots
cannot be determined using visual inspec-
tion or IR.

Luminescence techniques such as
electroluminescence (EL) and daylight
photoluminescence (DPL) provide much
higher detail in inspecting PV modules,
allowing more defects to be identified
and differentiated. Therefore, the technical
standard IEC 62446-3:2017[1] on outdoor IR
thermography suggests to identify the root

causes of hot spots with EL imagery. EL works by injecting a for-
ward current into the PV module,[2] which triggers recombina-
tion processes resulting in the emission of a luminescence
signal in the short-wave infrared regime (SWIR). Hence, to
perform EL inspection, it is necessary to disrupt the electrical
connection of PV module strings. This problem can be overcome
by using EL-ready inverters which are able to directly inject power
from the grid into the connected PV module strings.[3] EL-ready
inverters are still being developed and are not common practice.
Because of that, EL inspections applied today are much more
costly in comparison to IR. Current guidelines for PV O&M sug-
gest annual IR checks of the whole PV plant and to additionally
verify anomalies using EL.[4]

To increase throughput, and thereby overcome this cost bar-
rier, EL inspections are applied using unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs).[5] A challenge is to receive high-quality images from a
moving device. Therefore, it is necessary to work with short expo-
sure times. Cameras with indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs)
sensors allow exposure times of as little as 1ms due to their high
quantum efficiency in the SWIR and due to reduced thermal
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Daylight photoluminescence (DPL) is a relatively novel imaging technique
utilized in photovoltaic (PV) system inspection, using the sun as excitation
source. Filtering the luminescence signal from the strong sun irradiation is its
main challenge. Images acquired at two different operating points (OPs) of the
module, allow subtraction of the background radiation while maintaining the
luminescence signal. A DPL-ready inverter, which is able to toggle between
manually selectable OPs of connected PV modules, is presented in this work.
Synchronization of image acquisition and OP switching becomes particularly
challenging if the camera is applied to unmanned aerial vehicles. To overcome
this challenge, an algorithm is developed to identify OP switches in a set of
images taken in the field by investigating image intensities. Further, by working
out the detailed dependencies of the signal recorded during DPL, the temperature
coefficient of photoluminescence intensity is derived theoretically, and its impact
on quantitative inspections. The potential field application of DPL images to
identify performance loss in PV modules is investigated by two approaches:
recording the signal intensity of images over time and comparing the signal
intensity of different PV modules in one image. For both approaches, their
hypothetical applicability is shown experimentally.
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noise at elevated temperatures. As a drawback, InGaAs sensors
come with a relatively low resolution (around 1 megapixel) com-
pared to silicon (Si) sensors.

A further development in luminescence imaging for PV plant
inspections is the DPL method. Instead of injecting current, day-
light is used as an excitation source. If the PV module is in open
circuit (OC) conditions, carriers created in the PVmodule’s silicon
layer will recombine and partly emit a luminescence signal. To
detect the small signal within the strong sunlight, a background
image without a luminescence signal is taken and subtracted from
the first one. The luminescence signal emission is avoided by set-
ting the PV module into a high current (HC) state, where the car-
riers participate in the current flow and recombination is
minimized. To avoid strong variation in the sunlight conditions,
images of these two operating points (OPs) must be taken within a
short time interval, and to decrease noise, several images of each
OP must be taken and averaged. Different methods were devel-
oped to switch between the two different OPs of a PV module.[6–9]

In this work, a DPL-ready inverter, developed within H2020 proj-
ect TRUST-PV, is presented, which enables toggling between OPs
of the connected PV strings through preset parameters, without
additional equipment or interference with the electrical layout
of the PV plant. With the aspiration of using DPL from a
UAV, semibatched imaging with subsequent automatic detection
of recorded OP is developed to overcome synchronization issues
between camera and inverter.

The luminescence signal depends on several aspects, but pri-
marily the cell voltage and operating temperature. Therefore, a
decrease in performance of the PVmodule and its cells over time
should theoretically be visible in the luminescence intensity,
given that the performance decrease is driven, at least partially,
by a decrease in voltage. The challenge is to compare two meas-
urements taken outdoors under different conditions. In the first
step, parameters that impact the recorded signal must be
defined. Then, two approaches are possible to identify perfor-
mance decrease with DPL: First, the possibility of recognizing
intensity losses in DPL images over a longer time period, which
can be correlated to performance variations in PV modules.
The feasibility of this method is tested in the presented
work, by taking several DPL images within a short time frame,
in which no degradation is expected, and assess if the same sig-
nal can be repeated. The second method to identify single PV
modules with performance degradation is by comparing the
DPL intensity of different PV modules in the same picture.
This is done here by recording in one image frame DPL images
with three PV modules of the same type, but with different
OC voltage, identified by in-field current–voltage (IV) curve
measurements.

The work is structured as follows: Section 2 provides a detailed
introduction to the state of DPL imaging, and introduces the
developed DPL-ready inverter as well as the camera used. In
Section 3, the semibatched imaging method is introduced and
the automated OP detection is outlined. Section 4 sheds light
on DPL intensity, its temperature dependency, and describes
the two approaches of how performance loss detection is inves-
tigated using DPL. The results of investigating performance
decreases with DPL are given in Section 5 and 6 summarizes
the work and gives an outlook on applying the presented
methods.

2. Hardware

An image taken at OC conditions includes the luminescence sig-
nal, but when a PV module is irradiated by the sun, luminescence
accounts for only around 3% of the total captured signal.[6]

A second image, captured at HC state within a short time frame,
shows the same parameters but is missing the luminescence sig-
nal. Therefore, the HC image serves as a background image for
subtraction. In fact, subtraction of the HC from the OC image
(pixel-wise subtraction of intensity) results in the DPL image.
In practice, several images must be acquired of each OP to
increase the signal-to-noise ratio.

2.1. State of the Art of OP Switching

The first introduction of a practical DPLmethod was given in 2014
by Stoicescu et al.[10] using an electrical device, which is included
in the PV module string. The first method of DPL, which avoids
any interference with the electrical string, was presented in 2018
by Bhoopathy et al.[6] using a light-emitting diode (LED) array to
cover one cell of a PV module and by this forcing the correspond-
ing cell string of the PV module into OC conditions. Toggling the
light intensity of the LED array between 0 and 1 sun results in
alternation between OC and maximum power point (MPP) as
HC state of the cell string, which is recorded with one image
per switch. Guada et al.[8] as well as Solarzentrum Stuttgart[7] work
with devices that have to be installed into the string to alter the OP
of connected PVmodules. Koester et al.[9] used devices in the field
to switch from MPP at normal operation to OC by turning off the
inverter or MPP tracker, or disconnecting the string via combiner
box switches. A similar approach is used by Vukovic et al. modu-
lating the OP of an inverter remotely,[11] and further by exploiting
the automatic IV sweep in modern inverters.[12] Images recorded
during this IV sweep will include images of both OPs, which are
defined and subtracted afterward.

In each case, multiple images of each OP are taken in a short
time period and then averaged. The images can be recorded either
alternating (continuous toggling of OP, taking one image per
switch) or using a batched method (one switch to the other OP,
taking all images in a row). Alternating image acquisition reduces
the impact of changing irradiance during the imaging process, but
it requires a very precise synchronization between the camera and
the OP switching device, or a postprocessing step to separate
images of different OPs, as reported by Alves dos Reis Benatto
et al.[13] Fast switching cannot be performed on PV modules using
module-level optimizers.[14] While most approaches described
above use the alternating method, Vukovic et al.[12] and Koester
et al.[9] used the batched method. To reduce the impact of irradi-
ance alteration during batched imaging, Bhoopathy et al.[14] intro-
duced intensity correction by comparing an unmodulated area of
the recorded images (not active PV module surface, e.g., the
ground, a wall in the background, or even the cell gaps in the same
PV module). The intensity in this region should be stable toward
the changes of OP, and changes reflect alternations in irradiance.
If this so-called normalization area (NA) is close to the active area,
the signal might be influenced by the luminescence radiation
(e.g., reflection on the ground), but to a lesser extent, and
therefore intensity correction is still beneficial for OP detection.
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In the following, the active module area is called the region of
interest (ROI).

2.2. OP Switching-Enabled Inverter

To enable DPL for large-scale PV plant inspection, the OP switch-
ing needs to be achievable for all PV modules in a plant with
minimum effort. Therefore, in the H2020 project TRUST-PV,
aHuawei smart string inverter was upgraded to perform OP tog-
gling following changeable conditions. Via ModBus control, it is
possible to define for each OP the voltage point (with maximum
voltage to reach OC and another voltage to choose for setting the
HC state) and the toggling time. The solution developed by
Huawei is a full software solution. Therefore, by updating its
firmware, each Huawei smart string inverter could be enabled
to be DPL-ready. To switch between both OPs, the time for tran-
sition varies with different toggling times. For a typically used
toggling time of 200ms (the time, each OP is active before
switching), a total transition time of around 5ms was recorded.

2.3. InGaAs Camera

The luminescence signal of crystalline Si is emitted in the SWIR,
with a broad spectrum around 1140 nm at room temperature.[15] A
camera with InGaAs sensor offers high quantum efficiency in this
regime, which is important to identify the luminescence signal
among the ambient radiation and also for fast imaging in UAV
applications. The camera used here is the OWL640 Mini by
Raptor Photonics. It has a resolution of 640� 512 pixels and
records 16-bit grayscale images with a minimum theoretical expo-
sure time down to 10 μs (in practice, 1ms). To increase the share
of luminescence signal in the acquired images, it is equipped with
a bandpass filter of central wavelength 1137 nm and full width at
half maximum of 25 nm. The read-out noise of the camera is
noted with < 190 e� for a full well capacity of 650 ke�.

The intensity measured by the camera, Isensor , is calculated as
the average intensity of each pixel within one image. Throughout
this work, the recorded intensity is denoted with I, while the

luminescence intensity, as a result of subtracting OC and HC
intensities of the image cropped to the ROI, is denoted with Φ.

The ability of the camera sensor to record stable signal inten-
sity within a series of images taken as an image batch was inves-
tigated by recording several images of a stable background over
time. The development of image intensity, as average of all pixel
intensities, is then investigated for the recorded image batch, as
shown in Figure 1. While the dark noise can be neglected, abrupt
changes of up to 2% in intensity are visible. These changes are of
unclear origin and therefore 2% is added to the uncertainty of the
camera.

3. Semibatched Imaging with Automated OP
Detection

For efficient and price-effective DPL imaging, it must be applied
using UAVs. This raises two challenges: on the one hand, quick
imaging with fast OP switches is crucial. On the other hand,
avoiding an active synchronization of OP switching by the
inverter and images taken by the camera simplifies the applica-
tion of DPL in the field.

3.1. Semibatched DPL Imaging

To tackle both challenges, in TRUST-PV, along with the DPL-
ready inverter, Eurac Research developed automated OP detection
and the semibatched imaging method to perform DPL. The idea
of this method was initially introduced by Alves dos Reis Benatto
et al.[13] It works by switching the OPs with above-described
inverter in a fixed time interval, which is several times longer
than the exposure time of the camera. While doing so, images
are recorded with a frame rate higher than the toggling time
of the OP. The OPs for each image are defined in a processing
step subsequent to the imaging by comparing the total intensity
of the active area in each image relative to each other. The process
developed is described in the following sections. The idea of
semibatched imaging was initially introduced by Bhoopathy
et al.[16] but with synchronization of camera and LED array.

Figure 1. Camera stability test of OWL640 mini InGaAs camera. Under constant illumination, the relative recorded intensity Isensor of an image batch of
120 images is recorded with a frame rate of 10 images/second.
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3.2. Detection Algorithm

The evolution of IROI within one image batch includes changes
due to irradiance and luminescence by OP switching, the latter to
a greater share. Even though it is recommended to perform DPL
under stable conditions with minimal changes in irradiance, the
impact of small ambient variations is excluded. The intensity of
each image in a batch, IROI;raw;i, is normalized by the correction
factor defined by the ratio of intensity in the NA in that image,
INA;i, compared to the one in the first image of the batch, INA;0.
Giving the corrected IROI;i of that image:

IROI,i ¼
INA;i
INA;0

⋅ IROI;raw;i (1)

The corrected intensity is now used to define the OP of each
image, as notable changes in IROI can be assigned to OP switch-
ing. To do so, the developed algorithm calculates the intensity
ratio Ir between IROI of each image i and its previous image,

Ir ¼
IROI;i
IROI;i�1

(2)

For a repetition of the same OP, Ir is close to 1. For an OP
switch instead, the deviation of Ir from 1 increases. To detect
an OP switch, the threshold h is introduced, as maximum
allowed deviation of Ir from 1 for remaining in the same OP.
Thus, an OP switch is detected if one of the following conditions
is met:

Ir < ð1� hÞ ! OC to HC switch
Ir > ð1þ hÞ ! HC to OC switch

Values between ð1� hÞ < Ir < ð1þ hÞ indicate the absence of
an OP switch. The actual value of h depends strongly on imaging

conditions like imaging speed and resulting changes between
images. A value of h between 0.01 and 0.02 has shown to be reli-
able for stable irradiance conditions. If, for a chosen h, no OP
switches are detected throughout the image batch, the threshold
is decreased and the process is repeated. If OPs are detected,
their equidistance is verified. If there is a large discrepancy
between the number of HC and OCOPs, h needs to be increased.
Figure 2 shows a sample of an image batch with recorded inten-
sities and detected OPs, with the corresponding Ir values.

A luminescence image is consequently determined by averag-
ing all pixels in the images of each OC and HC point separately,
followed by a pixel-wise subtraction of HC from OC. For quanti-
tative inspections in this work, the DPL signal intensity ΦROI of
an ROI is given by

ΦROI ¼ IROI;OC � IROI;HC (3)

with IROI;OC and IROI;HC being the average intensity of the ROI
and all images detected for OC and HC, respectively.

3.3. Exclusion of Transition Points

Due to the transition time of the OP in the inverter and depend-
ing on the frame rate and exposure time of the camera, it is pos-
sible that an image which includes the transition of one OP to
the other is recorded. That results in intensity values between
HC and OC, visible in Figure 2 as intensity points with
IROI ∈ ½18000, 20000�. If these points are assigned to one or
the other OP, they falsify the average intensity for this OP.
These transition images are excluded from the analysis, identi-
fied by comparing the intensity of each image to the neighboring
intensities of the same OP. Depending on the threshold chosen,

Figure 2. Intensity IROI of active module area during DPL (blue triangles). OPs detected as described in Section 3.2 (red crosses). Intensity ratio Ir as
described in Equation (2) (green dots) with green threshold area defined by h ¼ 0.02. Transition points with intermediate intensity located around the
center between OC and HC value can occur due to long exposure times. Soft outliers are transition points very close to HC value for images 24 and 48.
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also soft outliers, like the one at images 24 and 48 in Figure 2, can
be excluded.

For qualitative DPL images, the outliers have no noticeable
effect. Nevertheless, strong outliers are excluded. For quantita-
tive analysis, also soft outliers are excluded.

4. Methods and Theory

4.1. Luminescence Signal Intensity and Temperature

DPL uses daylight to excite carriers in the solar cell material of PV
modules. Silicon, used for the majority of worldwide installed PV
modules, emits photons in the SWIR, in a range peaking around
1140 nm, corresponding to the bandgap energy of silicon
(1.12 eV at room temperature).[17] Although only 1% of the
recombination processes in Si result in the release of a detectable
photon,[18] it is enough to detect the signal and investigate it.
The luminescence signal intensity ΦPL depends on several
parameters:[15]

ΦPLðTÞ ¼ CðTÞ ⋅ exp qVðTÞ
kBT

� �
þΦoffset (4)

where q is the elementary charge (�1.60217 ⋅ 10�19 C), kB
(1.38065 ⋅ 10�23 J K�1) is Boltzmann’s constant, and V and T
are cell voltage (in Volts) and temperature (in Kelvin), respec-
tively. Φoffset is the luminescence signal created independently
of the OP. It arises due to excited carriers which are not able
to reach the junction within their lifetime and consequently
recombine. As it is comparably small and is canceled out due
to the subtraction process of DPL, it will be excluded in the fol-
lowing considerations. CðTÞ ¼ CoptBðTÞn2i ðTÞ is the proportion-
ality constant, with Copt taking into account all optical factors of
the measurement setup, B is the radiative recombination factor
of Si, and ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration.

While Equation (4) describes the emitted luminescence signal
intensity, the intensity recorded by the camera depends on mul-
tiple other parameters. To allow quantification and comparison
of measured intensities in different conditions, all parameters
must be identified and their possible impact analyzed.
Changes in the setup or in the ambient conditions can impact
either the PL signal intensity itself, the stray (unwanted) radia-
tion, or both at the same time. Factors having an equal impact
on both are, for example, the exposure time of the camera which
is proportional to the incoming photons. Changing the setup
instead can result in a different angle between camera and PV
module surface. It can cause a change in the recorded PL signal
intensity and the recorded ambient light, but to an unequal
share. Therefore, the setup should be mounted the same way
if PL intensities, recorded at different times, shall be compared.
All identified parameters, affecting part of the recorded signal,
are listed in Table 1. The last column indicates, if the specific
parameter can and has to be controlled or can be calculated.
Controlled means that it must be ensured that the conditions
are stable in all measurements done. Determined means instead
that the related parameter must be recorded and the PL intensity
has to be adjusted accordingly.

4.1.1. Irradiance and Temperature Dependency

Even though Equation (4) does not show a direct dependence on
irradiance, the number of emitted photons through lumines-
cence depends on the free carriers inside the Si material available
for recombination and thus, on the amount of generated carriers.
The recombination rate R for Si is expressed as:[19]

R ¼ Bðnp� n2i;eff Þ (5)

where ni;eff is the effective intrinsic carrier concentration and n
and p are the densities of free electrons and holes, respectively.
The generation G of these free carriers, depending on distance
into the material x, is given by

G ¼ αN0expð�αxÞ (6)

with α being the absorption coefficient andN0 the photon flux on
the surface. Therefore, irradiance must be considered if the lumi-
nescence intensity during DPL is investigated. The radiative
recombination coefficient B decreases for higher injection den-
sities,[19] and therefore for increased irradiance. The investiga-
tions done in this work are for small irradiance changes, thus
B is assumed to be constant. The measured luminescence inten-
sity,Φmeas, corrected to standard test conditions (STC) irradiance
of 1000Wm�2, is given with

ΦGcorr ¼
1000
GPoA

�Φmeas (7)

Here, only the irradiance on the front surface GPoA is consid-
ered, as it is assumed that the DPL signal is created mainly in the
surface layer of the irradiated Si.

Next to irradiance, cell temperature plays a major role for the
luminescence signal intensity. As already emphasized in
Equation (4), not only the direct temperature dependency in
the equation plays a role, but also the dependency of the other
variables on temperature, such as VðTÞ, BðTÞ, and niðTÞ.

Table 1. Parameters influencing the recorded signal intensity. Determination
if the change in intensity is due to changes in the ambient signal, the actual PL
signal, or both. For quantitative DPL measurements, some parameters have
to be controlled and determined.

Changing parameter Affects
PL signal

Affects
ambient signal

Possible to control
(c) or determine (d)

Camera settings (exposure
time, aperture, gain…)

X X c

Cell temperature X – d (Equation (9))

Cell VOC X – –

OPs set at inverter X – c

Uncertainty inverter X – –

Orientation camera - sun – X –

Orientation camera - PV module X X c

Irradiance X X d (Equation (7))

Camera stability uncertainty
(cf. Section 2.3)

X X –
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According to Trupke et al.[20] the temperature dependency of fac-
tor B is minimal around room temperature (B(249 K)= 5.48e-15,
B(300 K)= 4.73e-15 cm3s�1). Consequently, it is treated as con-
stant in this study. In Si, ni shows a strong dependency on tem-
perature[20]:

niðTÞ ¼ 5.29 ⋅ 1019 ⋅
T
300

� �
2.54

exp � 6726
T

� �
(8)

While the actual value for a specific Si-cell may vary, in this work,
only the relative behavior of the luminescence intensity of the same
cell (technology) to each other is considered. Therefore, only the
behavior on temperature and not the absolute value of ni is of
importance. The temperature dependency of the cell voltage is given
by the temperature coefficient βVoc, provided in the PVmodule data
sheet. While the product of Copt ⋅ B is not provided, it is derived by
inserting the given parameters under STC into Equation (4), and
then treated as constant. By calculating ΦPL for different tempera-
tures, the trend, and therefore a temperature coefficient of the PL
intensity, γPL, in %K�1, can be derived. This temperature coeffi-
cient is used to adjust the measured PL intensity Φmeas of a given
temperature T1 against the STC temperature, TSTC ¼ 298K , result-
ing in the temperature-corrected PL signal intensity:

ΦTcorr ¼
ΦmeasðT1Þ

γPL
100 ⋅ ðT1 � TSTCÞ þ 1

(9)

4.2. Performance Loss Detection with DPL

Although the DPL signal depends on several noncontrollable
external parameters, this work analyses the possibility of quanti-
tative DPL image analysis and to identify the impact of changes
in VOC in the signal intensity. Therefore, the applicability of the
DPLmethod to detect general performance losses in PVmodules
and plants is studied using two approaches: 1) Development of
ΦPL of the same PV module over time. Taking DPL images over a
long time period should make the usual performance decay of a
PV module visible. Especially decay in a PV module’s VOC results
in a significant decrease of ΦPL. To ensure repeatability of OPs,
reliable switching between VOC and ISC is necessary, as can be
done with DPL-ready inverters. To achieve maximum repeatabil-
ity, images should be acquired with camera and PVmodule in the
preferably same position. A picture of the setup and markings on

the ground can help in achieving that. Even though changes in
irradiance can be calculated, images should be taken ideally during
the same time of the day and sun position (depending on the
angle, also zenith and therefore season may play a role) to have
a comparable orientation between camera and sun. The camera
settings have to be the same.

In this work, the repeatability of these measurements is tested
by doing several image cycles of a heterojunction technology
(HJT) PV module in a string controlled by a DPL-ready inverter.
Between each image cycle, all performed in one day, the whole
setup is reset: the camera is moved anew into position and the
software rebooted. The impact of irradiance is investigated by
doing time-delayed image cycles. For each image cycle, three
batches are recorded. 2) Comparing ΦPL of PV modules in
the same DPL image to each other. Recording a DPL image
of multiple PV modules of the same technology in one image
allows to intercompare ΦPL of the different PV modules with
each other. If there is a difference in PVmodule voltage, the aver-
age of the intensity per module should reflect that. For this
approach, the imaging parameters are less important, as the sig-
nal does not have to be reproduced. It must be considered
though, that the compared PV modules are not in an equal
distance to the camera. Therefore, the actual center distance
of each PV module is calculated using basic trigonometry.
Angle of incidence correction can be performed, considering that
the irradiance decreases with the square of the distance
between light source (PV module) and illuminated area (camera
sensor).

In this work, three passivated emitter and rear cell (PERC) PV
modules are installed next to each other. The PV module param-
eters are measured with a portable IV tracer. All PV modules are
of the same type, but during the last 2 years, two of them have
been operating outdoors, while the third one was kept in storage.
The 2 years of operation should theoretically result in a perfor-
mance decay, accompanied with a lower VOC. For this measure-
ment, the DPL image is recorded in full batched method, by
switching off the inverter and forcing the connected PV modules
from MPP to OC condition. This process is repeated several
times for different distances between camera and modules.
An example image of this setup is shown in Figure 3, with
ROIs of the three PV modules and a possible NA. This graph
also depicts the averaging over HC and OC images and shows
the resulting DPL image due to subtraction.

Figure 3. DPL image of three PV modules with differently progressed degradation. HC image with NA and ROIs visualized by red frames (left).
Subtraction process of averages between OC and HC images (center) leads to DPL image (right). The least-degraded PV module is the one on the
left, progressed degradation in the other two modules also visible by increased mismatch between cells.
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5. Results and Discussion

In this section, the results of the experiments conducted are eval-
uated. First, a sensitivity analysis of the temperature dependency
of DPL intensity as described in Section 4.1.1 is given. In the
second part, the focus shifts to the two approaches concerning
performance loss detection.

5.1. Sensitivity Analysis of DPL Intensity

A sensitivity analysis of the various parameters impacting the
DPL intensity is conducted, evaluating the dependency with
respect to temperature. While n2i substantially influences the
intensity magnitude, its effect on temperature behavior is lim-
ited. In contrast, voltage and temperature individually have an
exponential influence on DPL intensity. Two PV module types
(HJT and PERC) are investigated within this work, with cell vol-
tages of VOC;HJT ¼ 0.731V and VOC;PERC ¼ 0.663V. The temper-
ature coefficients are derived by Equation (4) as described in
Section 4.1, using the corresponding βVOC

of the two investigated
PV modules and applying a linear fit to the result. The trends for
different cell voltages are shown in Figure 4. This gives γPL;HJT ¼
�0.63%K�1 and γPL;PERC ¼ 0.81 %K�1. γPL;HJT aligns with the
experimental findings from Ref. [9]. The higher cell voltage
resulting in a negative temperature dependency of the lumines-
cence signal intensity is not in line with findings by Zafirovska
et al.[21] who show a negative temperature coefficient, indepen-
dently of the cell voltage. An experimental verification of the find-
ings in this work is still pending for future work.

5.2. Performance-Related Intensity Decrease Over Time

During one clear-sky day, five cycles of each three batches of
images were recorded. Between each cycle, the equipment
was newly set up and for each cycle three batches were recorded
within 2min. Between Cycle 1 to 4, a break of around 15min was
kept to allow for changes in irradiance. Cycle 4 and 5 were
recorded with only 2min delay in between to maintain a compa-
rable irradiance. Table 2 shows irradiance values measured with

a permanently installed pyranometer on the test-site. The tempo-
ral resolution of this pyranometer is 10 s, which leads to a possi-
ble delay between irradiance measurement and DPL image taken
of max 5 s. The irradiance during that time and the whole batch
measurement was recorded with a portable pyranometer with
one second temporal resolution, only images with variations below
þ=� 2Wm�2 throughout the measurement are considered.
Within one batch, no irradiance correction could be performed
for single images. Images are recorded with an exposure time
of 4ms. To confirm the linear dependency of signal intensity
to exposure time, a fourth measurement is performed in Cycle
3, with exposure time decreased to 2ms, thus half of the one dur-
ing the other measurements.

The DPL intensity is calculated for an ROI of one individual cell
of the PV module, to avoid including of nonmodulated cell gaps.
The luminescence intensity of all measurements is normalized to
the maximum one recorded to show their relative behavior.
Figure 5a shows Φrel of the intensities measured, including the
error due to uncertainty of the camera, and Figure 5b shows
the irradiance and temperature corrected values of Φrel, following
Equation (7) and (9), respectively, including error bars for the
uncertainty of the camera, temperature sensor, and pyranometer.
Measurement 16 is the fourth batch done in Cycle 3, where the
exposure time is reduced to two instead of 4milliseconds, but with
a correction following the assumption that exposure time is linear
to photon capture.[18] Therefore, themeasured intensity is doubled

Figure 4. Behavior of ΦPLðTÞ for different cell voltages (other parameters kept constant).

Table 2. Irradiance of measurements performed and shown in Figure 5.
Recorded values were stable over the measurement time within a range of
þ=� 2Wm�2.

Cycle Irradiance in Wm�2

Batch 1 Batch 2 Batch 3 Batch 4

1 635 630 625

2 562 558 554

3 504 500 496 490

4 427 423 421

5 411 408 404
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for this measurement and the intensity shown ofMeasurement 16
in Figure 5 is the corrected one. Besides the reduced signal inten-
sity for different irradiances, there are no visible differences in the
quality of the final DPL images. It should be considered, that for
very low irradiances around 100Wm�2, the influence of shunt
resistance becomes dominant and DPL images look like EL
images with 10% short-circuit current injection.[22]

Overall, the measurements show a variation of about 6%, even
after the correction of temperature and irradiance. The aim of
this work was to show that the same result can be achieved
between different measurements, within the uncertainties given.
Due to the relatively strong uncertainty by camera stability and
other sensors, all measurements lie within each other’s error
bars. That, in turn, means only strong degradation and resulting
variations inΦPL can be reliably detected, but small differences in
ΦPL, induced due to degradation in VOC, might be masked by the
uncertainty. This is the case for comparing single measure-
ments; nevertheless, if this measurement is conducted regularly,
a trend in ΦPL may become apparent.

5.3. Intensity Comparison within One Image

Three PERC PV modules (Mod1, Mod2, and Mod3) are mounted
next to each other and connected to the same inverter. For each PV
module, the OC voltage is measured (Mod1: VOC;cell ¼ 0.656V;
Mod2: VOC;cell ¼ 0.650V; Mod3: VOC;cell ¼ 0.650V). Three DPL
images are recorded in different occasions from the same dis-
tance, capturing all three PV modules in the image frame. For
each module individually, and each image batch respectively,
the DPL intensity is calculated as average of the whole module
ROI and corrected toward angle of incidence. The resulting
DPL image is shown in Figure 3, with the frames depicting the
ROIs of each PV module, separately.

For each image, Mod1 shows the maximum DPL intensity. To
allow comparison of the different measurements in the same
graph, the intensities of all modules are normalized to the

maximum ΦPL in each image, giving Φrel. According to
Equation (4), ΦrelðVÞ is calculated using the DPL intensity of
Mod1 and its cell VOC. The black line in Figure 6 shows the
resulting function. The graph shows for each measurement
ΦrelðMod1Þ ¼ 1 due to the normalization, and the results of
Mod2 and Mod3 are in relation to it, with their respective cell
VOC at STC. The error bars of cell voltage are given via the uncer-
tainty of the IV tracer, the ones for DPL intensity by the camera
signal instability.

Mod1, with the highest cell voltage, shows for all measure-
ments the highest PL intensity, as expected. The other two PV
modules show a lower PL intensity, in line with the expectations
due to their degraded VOC. The high uncertainty of the measured
voltage for each PV module combined with the strong sensibility
of PL signal intensity on the voltage prevents a precise alignment
of the experimental results to the modeled one. More results with
further degraded PV modules are needed to give a statistical
meaningful number of results with a trend to recompile the mod-
eled curve. Nevertheless, considering the voltage uncertainty, all
other measurements are in an expected distance toward calcu-
lated ΦrelðVÞ. Nevertheless, the relative luminescence intensity
of the other two modules is slightly different, although their cell
VOC at STC is the same. In Measurement 3, Mod3 shows a rela-
tive signal about 10% less compared to the previous measure-
ments, which must be classified as an outlier. Further, due to
different conditions of the measurements, and slight variation
of the camera position in relation to the PV modules and sun
position, changes in irradiance, sunmovement and resulting var-
iations in reflection on the PV modules surfaces, can cause
uncontrollable effects. Even though most of these effects should
have been eliminated due to the subtraction process of DPL, the
unequal orientation of the three modules toward the camera can
cause an uneven effect, as described in Section 4.1. But even with
all these effects considered, the deviation of PL intensity meas-
urements including error bars results in a smaller range of cor-
responding voltage in comparison to the voltage measurements
done with the IV tracer. Therefore, it can be concluded that a

Figure 5. Repeatability of luminescence intensity of same module (cell) over time. Five imaging rounds of each three image batches. a) Raw measured
intensities and b) temperature and irradiance corrected intensities. Measurement 16 is recorded with an exposure time of 2 ms, compared to 4ms for all
other measurements, but the value shown is double of the measured one to account for less captured photons.
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voltage measurement with DPL can be more precise than a volt-
age measurement using the PV modules terminals. This aligns
with the findings by Zafirovska et al.[21] showing the higher sen-
sitivity toward temperature of terminal voltage measurements
compared to voltage measurements by EL or PL techniques.

6. Conclusion and Outlook

In this work, the application of DPL for identifying power losses in
PV modules is evaluated. DPL is a novel inspection method, only
used for qualitative PVmodule inspection so far. Tomake it a cost-
efficient inspection method for large-scale PV installations, imag-
ing speed is a crucial factor. The time-consuming process of
connecting additional hardware to enable OP toggling can be over-
come by the DPL-ready inverter presented in this work. Further, to
enable UAV-based inspection, the semibatched imaging method
with automated OP detection in a processing step postimaging is
presented. While OP detection works reliable, the exclusion of
transition points must be included, if a quantitative DPL image
analysis is intended instead of qualitative one. The actual demon-
stration of DPL imaging on an UAV is still pending.

To investigate accurately the DPL image intensity and exploit it
for quantitative measurements, all impacting factors must be
considered carefully. The different factors are defined in this
work and the impact of temperature on the signal intensity
is investigated. The DPL intensity temperature coefficient
for a HJT module with high cell voltage is calculated with
γPL;HJT ¼ �0.63%K�1, which confirms the experimentally
derived value from previous work. For lower cell voltages, the tem-
perature coefficient shows an opposite behavior, which is contrary
to published literature and has to be investigated further.

To use quantitative DPL images for analyzing performance
degradation of PV modules, two approaches are followed and
presented in this work.

The possibility of comparing the DPL intensity measured peri-
odically over long time periods is approached by proving that the

same DPL signal under changing conditions in short time peri-
ods can be measured, where no degradation is expected.
Although we have demonstrated this, the relatively high uncer-
tainty range for the measurements indicates that only very strong
degradation and resulting variations in ΦPL can be reliably
detected, and the expected small differences in ΦPL, induced
due to degradation in VOC, will be hidden within the measure-
ment uncertainty. This is the case for comparing single measure-
ments, nevertheless, if this measurement is conducted regularly,
a trend in ΦPL will likely become visible. This will be controlled
and examined in future work. Also, the impact of albedo on the
DPL signal intensity will be examined.

In the second approach, the effect of VOC degradation on the
DPL intensity is investigated by comparing differently aged PV
modules of the same type next to each other within one DPL
image. The PV modules with lower voltage show a significantly
decreased luminescence intensity. The relative intensity differ-
ence in images achieved under changed ambient conditions
varies, although mostly within the given uncertainty. Future
work needs to investigate it further and verify the reliability of
this inspection by applying it on more samples. These results
show that the voltage measurement with DPL has the possibility
to offer a higher precision than a voltage measurement with com-
mon equipment, like an IV tracer.

In summary, this work presents a positive first approach on
tackling quantitative DPL imaging to detect performance degra-
dation of PV modules. The reliability of these measurements will
be shown in long-term measurements.
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